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Abstract

Knowledge management (KM) is an important topic in the age of big data, 
and this study adds to the existing body of literature by providing a novel 
KM perspective on the technological phenomenon of artificial intelligence 
(AI). This study aims to discover how AI might facilitate knowledge-based 
business-to-business (B2B) marketing. In this chapter, the authors take a 
close look at the building blocks of AI and the relationships between them. 
Future research directions and also the effects of the various market infor-
mation building components on B2B marketing are discussed. The study’s 
approach is theoretical; it tries to provide a framework for characterising 
the phenomenon of AI and its constituent parts. Additionally, this chapter 
provides a methodical analysis of the three categories of market informa-
tion crucial to B2B marketing: knowledge of customers, knowledge of users, 
and knowledge of external markets. This research looks at AI through the 
lens of the conventional data processing framework, analysing the six pillars 
upon which AI systems are founded. It also explained how the framework’s 
components work together to transform data into actionable information. 
In this chapter, the authors will look at how AI works and how it can benefit 
B2B knowledge-based marketing. It’s not aimed at AI experts but rather at 
general marketing managers. In this chapter, the possible effects of AI on 
B2B marketing are discussed using examples from the real world.
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1. Introduction
Scholars from several fields have noted that firms are transitioning to a more 
knowledge-based model rather than remaining solely industrial (Grant, 1996, 
2006; Spender & Grant, 1996).

Information quantity and quality have made knowledge as valuable to an 
organisation as physical and financial capital (Archer-Brown & Kietzmann, 2018). 
Since 1990, marketing practices have shifted to market-oriented approaches. 
They are supported empirically (Day, 1990, 1994, 2000). Understanding the mar-
ket helps to create products and services that meet target consumers’ needs and 
build long-term connections with them (Kamal et al., 2022; Kohli & Jaworski, 
1990). Digitalisation and new information and communication technology (ICT) 
impacted B2B value creation, notably in how B2B organisations handle data and 
knowledge (Khan et al., 2022; Magd et al., 2022; Paschen et al., 2019). This has 
received a boost during the Covid-19 era (Bocar et al., 2022; Khan et al., 2021). 
Massive data sets have been accelerated by ICT. Social media and internet of 
things (IoT) are some examples (Kietzmann et al., 2011). These discoveries are 
small compared to their collective impact (Pigni et al., 2016).

Big data’s volume, velocity, diversity, authenticity, and value give B2B companies 
market intelligence. With the help of modern information technology, businesses 
can control, access, and share insights gained from large data sets (Codini et al., 
2019). Experts in the field are increasingly drawn to the benefits AI. Several studies 
(Martnez-López & Casillas, 2013; Singh et al., 2019; Syam & Sharma, 2018) support 
this theory. AI helps B2B companies use massive data for marketing and sales.

B2B marketers recognise the benefits of AI-enabled information but lack the 
abilities to use it (Martnez-López & Casillas, 2013; Singh et al., 2019; Syam & 
Sharma, 2018). In other words, B2B marketers frequently utilise and refer to a 
number of terminology and concepts when addressing AI, which leads to misun-
derstandings and ambiguities about what AI can and cannot achieve. B2B execu-
tives and managers need to have a firm grasp of what AI is, what the many terms 
and concepts used to define it entail, and how they interact to provide varying 
value propositions for B2B marketing.

As an added complication, we cannot yet predict how the rise of AI will alter 
our views of the B2B industry. In this chapter, we fill in these two gaps. This study 
addresses the first question, lists popular terminology, and describes AI system 
components and links. This study also examines how AI might impact market 
data-driven B2B marketing decisions.

2. Literature Review
Comprehending AI requires an understanding of human intellect is our first step. 
Russell and Norvig’s (2016) technique assesses AI’s logic rather than its human-
likeness. Any realistic AI will always act according to its knowledge. From a reasonable 
perspective, AI should produce the best possible or expected result under uncer-
tainty. The contrast between human and rational behaviour shows that people some-
times act in ways that may not achieve their goals (Kahnemann & Tversky, 1979).  
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As demonstrated (Kahnemann & Tversky, 1979), Herbert Simon (1996) claims that 
our decisions are influenced by our cognitive capacity, knowledge, and time.

Understanding “computational agents” is our second AI education founda-
tion. Russell and Norvig’s (2016) information system agent constantly consumes 
data and adjusts its behaviour. Humans utilise their hands, feet, vocal chords, 
and other senses to gather information and respond. Based on sensor data from 
cameras or keyboards, computer agents can write files, modify objects, or show 
results. This chapter argues that computational agents can help AI go from theory 
to problem-solving.

Information systems include hardware, software, data, people, and procedures. 
Computers and servers are hardware. Algorithms are software. Facts and sta-
tistics are data. An information systems’ interaction with its organisational and 
social surrounding is governed by the fundamental input–process–output para-
digm, which describes the systems’ flow of data. This concept considers the sys-
tem to be independent from its surrounding environment.

Consequently, in order for systems to function, data must first be gathered 
from the surrounding environment (referred to as inputs). These data must then 
be processed in order to produce something of value (referred to as processes) 
(outputs). Raw facts are referred to as data in the context of information systems. 
The surrounding information makes it much simpler to understand these specif-
ics. We may have a better understanding of, and control over, our surroundings if  
we analyse data in a variety of different ways (Ackoff, 1989).

3. Need for the Study
AI-enabled data must be understood by academics and professionals. Depending 
on these criteria, a B2B corporation may utilise AI to develop, organise, and share 
knowledge and other intangible resources to gain a competitive edge or improve 
organisational performance (Grant, 1996, 2006; North & Maier, 2018).

4. Methodology and Purpose of the Study
This study sought to better understand AI and B2B marketing. The study seeks 
to understand AI system components. This research discusses B2B marketing’s 
several components’ effects on market intelligence and alternative research 
methods. For this purpose, the researchers selected few literatures to under-
stand the components of  AI in context of  B2B marketing. The methodology 
adopted thus is ‘review of  literature’, for this purpose, the relevant literatures 
were extracted from the sources like google scholar, Scopus, Ebsco, and other 
databases.

5. Conceptual Development and Findings
Earlier literature provided definitions for information systems and AI. After 
defining AI and information systems, we can explore AI systems. It is possible 
to break down AI systems into six basic components if  we assume that AI is 
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the theory and practice of designing systems that operate to achieve the optimal 
intended outcome. Then, we’ll define each building block and discuss its signifi-
cance in AI systems. In order to perform input–process–output transformation, 
any information system needs to gather data from its environment. An AI’s inputs 
can be categorised as either structured data or unstructured data.

5.1. Element One of  AI: Structured Data

Structured data (also known as foundation of AI) is standardised and organised. 
Business analytics relies on quantitative analysis of organised data. Customer 
profiles, web-browsing behaviours, and purchase history are internally struc-
tured data. External structured data include stock transactions and social media 
reviews. AI can now calculate structured data in real time thanks to faster proces-
sors and more advanced machine learning (ML) algorithms.

5.2. Element Two of  AI: Unstructured Data

Unstructured data are not standardised or organised. Unstructured data 
can overwhelm conventional information systems, but AI can process it. IoT 
and mobile devices generate infinite unstructured data. This can be human-
generated text (blogs, posts, reviews, comments, or tweets), voice (podcasts), 
or photos of  real-world stuff. Customers can submit structured data using web 
forms. For extra comments or queries, a comment box (unstructured data) may 
be provided.

5.3. Element Three of  AI: Pre-processing

Before being used, all unstructured data must be cleansed, normalised, trans-
formed, feature extracted, and selected.

5.3.1. Ability to Comprehend Spoken Language
Natural language understanding (NLU), that is, words and sounds produce 
language (spoken language) and teaches AI language. AIs type via voice recog-
nition. Voice recognition identifies speakers and words. Text-to-speech AI just 
understands words. NLU seeks text meaning. Context, linguistic preferences, 
and conversation evolution obscure spoken language, making this challenging. 
AI must distinguish homophones, homographs, and homonyms. Slang, jargon, 
and dialects misinterpret. Thus, understanding natural language (words and 
phrases in context) requires syntax, semantics, and pragmatics (Gill, 2019). 
Modern systems analyse text using ML instead of  hard-coded rules like early 
NLU implementations (explained in AI’s element four below). A lexicon and 
grammar rules (vocabulary) are standard components of  NLU application 
approaches (vocabulary). These programmes use these factors, statistical mod-
els, and ML to determine the most likely interpretation of  spoken text. Words 
with many inflections, such as ‘fishing and ‘fisher’, can be ‘stemmed’ using a 
NLU tool.
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5.3.2. Computer-vision Processing
An AI system must translate visual data into internal world representations. The 
application determines how well computers can distinguish objects, sceneries, 
events, borders, surfaces, and volumes (Forsyth & Ponce, 2011). Cloverleaf, a 
retail technology business, uses in-store screens to detect shoppers’ moods in real 
time to price and promote products. Output-dependent AI systems struggle with 
visual processing, which humans do intuitively.

ML provides the algorithmic foundation for picture data pattern recognition 
and significance. Computer vision and ML are interconnected. Modern object 
categorisation algorithms outperform human recognition rates, unlike early com-
puter vision systems that used human-designed attributes.

5.4. Element Four of  AI: Main Processing

Primary processing is the fourth key component of AI. Intelligent people are 
characterised by their capacity to reason their way through difficult problems and 
unfamiliar situations. To learn is to acquire new knowledge or modify one’s per-
spective in order to better carry out one’s intended actions. The fourth facet of AI 
is ML, and it is this facet that is responsible for the three hallmarks of intelligent 
behaviour.

5.4.1. Problem-solving
One must choose the best action from plausible options to address a problem. 
Like humans, AI solves issues in two ways. AI systems rank problem solutions 
during divergent problem-solving. This shows that numerous tactics may produce 
comparable outcomes rather than a single best one. Convergent problem-solving 
narrows down solutions until one is optimal, if  not unique, to the situation. We 
can exploit AI systems’ vast data processing capabilities. AI problem-solving deci-
sions don’t always consider all options before choosing the optimal one. AI uses 
heuristics to find solutions that fit the present problem (Tecuci, 2012).

5.4.2. Reasoning
Reasoning using facts leads to a conclusion. Computers draw inferences from 
data using logic. Classical reasoning machines are different from AI systems 
that can reason under uncertainty. Inference engines are AI systems that draw 
conclusions from data. Applying laws to publicly available data yields infor-
mation (Wilson & Keil, 2001). Reasoning explains why something works, 
while problem-solving solves difficulties. This situation has two main schools 
of  thinking. Deductive reasoning uses presumptions to derive new conclu-
sions. Science uses top-down thinking. Thus, if  the premises are correct, then 
is the conclusion. Hypotheses and facts yield new findings. After collecting a 
vast protein training data set, IBM Watson Health employed deductive rea-
soning to identify proteins associated with cardiovascular disease. Inductive 
reasoning, or bottom-up thinking, draws generalisations from specific evi-
dence. AI systems analyse internal business data to predict future regulatory 
obligations.
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5.4.3. Machine Learning
ML allows computers ‘learn from experience’ and improve without programming 
(ML). Machines learned from supervision. Effective systems inferred from mas-
sive data sets and learned from prior mistakes without explicit coding. ML and 
statistics reveal insights. Massive data, deep learning, and Graphics Processing 
Unit (GPU) technology enable algorithms automatically analyse complicated 
data components and perform optimally. AI uses ML in this process.

Unsupervised, supervised, and reinforcement learning are frequent. Speech 
and object detection require supervision. Labelled training data teach machines 
patterns and rules. Unsupervised learning helps clustering and dimensionality 
reduction grasp data structure (e.g. clustering and dimensionality reduction). 
Repetition teaches complicated behaviours. Experts, AIs, and data train them. 
ML enhances reasoning, problem-solving, and improves the workflow.

Modern AI learns. It predicts using massive data sets gathered from multiple 
sources (Kietzmann et al., 2019). The cascaded network can compute complex 
mappings from nonlinear calculations (Knight, 2017). A neural network trained 
to recognise objects in pictures may scan pixels for straight lines in its initial layer. 
The second layer recognises complex patterns (curves, crosses, etc.) using oriented 
lines instead of pixels (curves, crosses, etc.).

Deeper network units are conceptualised by complex geometries. The net-
work’s output layer determines image classification confidence. Data and GPU 
power hamper the creation of millions-of-parameter artificial neural network. 
Deep neural networks are gaining prominence (Yao, 2017). These networks learn 
any input–output relationship and other non-visual inputs such as website clicks, 
medical laser scans, temperature sensor data, and movie soundwaves are.

5.4.4. Information Storage
Memory, the repository of facts, information, and knowledge, allow intelligent 
beings to be moulded by their past experiences. AI systems are able to store and 
retrieve massive amounts of data in real time and archives to reason, learn from 
experience, and solve problems.

5.5. Element Fifth of  AI: Knowledge

These representations are built on databased digital reproductions of the original 
physical artefacts for future use. Structured data warehouses were developed in the 
1970s using relational or hierarchical databases. They encoded, decoded, stored, 
and retrieved calculated values like modern AI systems. In AI, these representations 
may be structured data, pre-processed data, or system-generated data. These mod-
els demonstrate AI’s three main abilities: issue-solving, ML, and problem-solving.

5.6. Element Sixth of  AI: Information

Organisations use AI to enhance Search Engine Optimization (SEO). The approach 
is similar to SEO keyword research, but by translating keywords into semantic con-
cepts, it can think about a wider range of difficulties, more deeply than people can. 
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‘Emotion AI’ and other sentiment analysis tools can help marketers understand and 
quantify customers’ emotions and affective states to make better marketing decisions. 
Advertising and media companies use cameras, computer vision, and ML to evalu-
ate commercials. Marketers can decide whether to pull a commercial from broad-
cast by altering media material and testing advertising (e.g. by testing advertisements 
beforehand). Many business apps leverage AI-generated data for automation and 
decision-making.

5.7. Conceptual Framework

Based on the discussion above, the graphical representation of the AI and its six 
elements is drawn in Fig. 9.1.

6. Practical Implications
National language generation (NLG) writes and NLU interprets conversational 
narratives. Natural Language Processing (NLP) is when an AI system reads and 
interprets human language (NLU), makes decisions, and reacts in natural lan-
guage. NLG may give reports and business information to internal and external 
customers using big data sets or other internal resources. AI can be utilised with 
NLG to create journalistic or commercial content at scale.

Recent AI programmes have learned to identify sounds in text and modelled 
human speech patterns, allowing them to accurately duplicate it. Google Assis-
tant’s latest deep learning-based voice recognition, reasoning, and speech produc-
tion engine can initiate calls to businesses, engage in two-way conversations, and 
schedule appointments. If  it enables machine translation, then technology may 
soon recognise, translate, and produce spoken words in another language.

6.1. Image Creation

An AI system that can create images can do so without a training set, unlike 
image recognition. This function, although in its infancy, can complete photos 

Fig. 9.1. AI and its Elements in Context of B2B Market.
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with missing background information, change images to look like they were 
painted by a famous artist, and make portraits of imaginary persons. Image crea-
tion can help photographers improve their editing skills and graphic designers 
who need advertising stock photos. AI-driven picture synthesis can create ani-
mated films and building designs.

6.2. Robotics

Robotics applies information to devices that physically affect their surroundings. 
In emergencies, intelligent robots’ capacity to traverse the physical world is vital. 
Robots can now pick up unique products in warehouses with human precision and 
skill. Chatbots and other conversational AIs could use it. Chatbots can answer 
simple enquiries and make complex reservations for customers. Hubspot’s chatbot 
attracts and engages site visitors. It also generates leads and educates consumers.

7. AI’s Impact on B2B Marketers’ Market Understanding
AI, an intelligent system, can be connected with any of the above components to 
help B2B marketers strategise, organise, and execute their marketing initiatives. 
This study proposes that the inputs–processes–outputs framework and AI build-
ing blocks can assist B2B marketers turn raw data into useable information and 
expertise. Diversity in construction can be used to study theoretical concepts and 
AI breakthroughs. AI can aid user, customer, and external market knowledge 
(Kohli & Jaworski, 1990).

8. Discussion and Future Research Directions

8.1. Understanding of  the Customer

B2B companies must know their customers because this affects product or service 
performance. AI can build client profiles. AI analyses the customer’s recent pur-
chases (size, frequency, and type), online activity (pages seen), personality (demo-
graphics and psychographics), and corporate interactions to develop this profile 
(Khan & Magd, 2021; Magd & Khan, 2022). ML and prediction algorithms can 
analyse client profiles to improve relationships and find new consumers. AI can 
improve B2B sales marketing by identifying potential leads (Järvinen & Taiminen, 
2016). AI can automate time-consuming operations like meeting scheduling and 
chatbot responses to frequently requested questions during approach and pre-
approach. Salespeople can use AI presentation bots to produce compelling pres-
entations during presentation and closing. AI can alleviate customer difficulties 
by interpreting real-time consumer input. Automated order processing and chat-
bot follow-up can improve order fulfilment with AI.

8.1.1. Future Research Directions
The above discussion provides further research directions. For instance, if  AI 
complements or replaces human-performed tasks in B2B sales, it’s important to 
examine how this would affect sales professionals’ employment. How does AI 
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affect salespeople’s knowledge and effectiveness? How will salespeople act when 
AI formalises their tacit knowledge? How much and what kind of sales work 
might AI do? How might AI help salesmen communicate client needs? AI’s 
impact on B2B clients’ value generation processes may be worth studying. How 
can AI be used in marketing and sales to create, organise, and use client data?

8.2. Understanding of  the User

User knowledge encompasses users’ desires, goals, and expectations (Abrell  
et al., 2016). According to the research, user knowledge helps B2B organisations 
meet long-term consumer demand and develop products and services (Abrell  
et al., 2016). User input enhances products and processes. AI enhances learning. 
AI can process massive data faster and more accurately thanks to social media. 
B2B marketers can learn about customers’ wants, attitudes, and actions by ana-
lysing social media content (Martínez et al., 2016). IBM Watson recognises text 
tone, emotions, attitudes, and values (Biondi et al., 2017; IBM, 2018). B2B mar-
keters may use these psychographic traits to develop products. AI can analyse 
user feedback and suggest product improvements. AI-enabled users may disclose 
new ways consumers change existing items, which is useful for product develop-
ment and innovation.

8.2.1. Future Research Directions
Consumer knowledge research may inform user knowledge and AI studies. How 
will AI aid B2B knowledge sharing? How does AI help B2B advertisers’ transfer 
and store knowledge? Future study may examine how AI affects customers and 
users differently and how to optimise their interactions as users are lower on the 
value chain than consumers.

8.3. Understanding of  the Market

The market orientation paradigm suggests that B2B companies obtain and apply 
more external market intelligence since external factors may influence user or 
consumer preferences and behaviours. ‘External forces’ include competitors, 
politicians, and news outlets (Kohli & Jaworski, 1990). AI can analyse massive 
amounts of internet content and therefore can comprehend the external mar-
ket. For instance, natural language-researching AI algorithms detect bogus news. 
Marketers must understand how fake news can hurt a brand’s reputation and 
success (Berthon & Pitt, 2018). Marketers should monitor how their brands are 
associated with incorrect information to respond properly. These insights can 
promote B2B sales, positioning, and product development.

8.3.1. Future Research Directions
Discussion suggests several new research avenues. First, user, customer, and mar-
ket data can be used to analyse research topics. Exploring how AI can improve 
market sensing and how it can change the way users and consumers produce value 
in reaction to other market knowledge are all potential future fields of study.
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9. Conclusion
In this age of digitisation, ICT, the ability of AI’s ability to gradually understand 
massive amounts of data, will have the greatest impact. As with many develop-
ing technologies, B2B managers need to understand how these technologies work 
and how they may affect KM methods.

This study aims to teach B2B marketing managers and executives about AI 
systems and their interdependencies. This research suggests a six-part AI frame-
work, analyses how those parts relate, and provides real-world examples of how 
each building block affects B2B marketing.

This study also details how AI technology is changing how B2B marketers 
view the industry. B2Bmarketers may be able to use AI to turn raw data into 
actionable insights about their target audience, products, and market. These steps 
will help B2B organisations acquire, organise, and use customer, user, and mar-
ket force data. We suggest future research directions for each of these areas to 
encourage management and marketing researchers to examine AI in business.
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